
Eat Fruits and Veggies 

Activity: Still Life 

Objective: Students will arrange a still life using fruits and veggies, glassware, dishware to help them see 

fruits and vegetables in an artistic setting. 

Intro and Background:  Art is defined broadly as the “use of skill and imagination in the creation of 

aesthetic objects, environments, or experiences that can be shared with others.”  The key concepts that 

children should understand is that art involves imagination, creativity and expression, and it is meant to 

be shared with others. 

Still life is one of the classic themes of paintings and drawings, along with landscapes and portraits.  A 

still life is an arrangement of common, familiar objects in a man-made setting.   This activity helps 

children see fruit and vegetables in an artistic setting. 

Materials:  

Provided in Kit – Still Life Stew, play fruit(22), play veggies (14), play bread(10), plates (9), 

napkins (14) 

Provided by host site – Additional still life subject matter (cups, spoons, bowls), drawing 

materials, library books with paintings of still life. 

Engage:  Read the book Still Life Stew.  Show students pictures of still life from library books, pointing 

out the fruits and vegetables.   

Explore:  Give children elements of still life (fruit, vegetable, dishware, napkin).  Ask them to arrange the 

elements in a creative manner to create a still life scene.  (Note, if there are not enough elements for 

everyone to do their own scene, children can collaborate.)  

Do a gallery tour, allowing children to talk about their scenes.  Ask older children about color, shape and 

texture of the different objects.  Did they have a reason for putting the objects the way they did or were 

they just “trying it out.” 

Explain: One of the aspects that makes produce a good subject for art is the wide range of colors found 

in fruits and veggies.  Explain that eating a variety of different colored produce helps ensure that you are 

consuming a lot of different nutrients. 

Elaborate: Pass out drawing materials and have children quick sketch still life scenes, either their own or 

another’s.  Once everyone is finished, have them reset the still life being sure that if someone has not 

had a turn to work as the artist that sets up the scene that she has the opportunity. 

Evaluate:  Ask children what makes fruit and vegetables a good subject for a painting.  How could they 

make still life scenes at home?    



 


